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RSS

The RSS feed extension renders ("displays") one or
more RSS feeds on a wiki page in a standard or userdefinable format. Since version 2.00, the extension is
compatible with Extension:WikiArticleFeeds which

generates RSS or ATOM feeds from MediaWiki pages
(authoring tool).
Use one section between <rss> -tags for each feed.

Renders RSS feeds to display them in wiki
articles.

Status:

stable

Developer:

K. Elliott-McCrea,
mutante, D. Kinzler,

The rss element may contain parameters if you provide

Rdb, Mafs, Alxndr, T.

them as attributes to the rss element.

Gries, C. Reigrut, K001,
J. De Dauw, J. Phoenix,

For more information visit MediaWiki.

M.A. Hershberger
Extension

MediaWiki

Really Simple Syndication. An RSS feed consists of an

type:

XML file that contains the pure structured content - for

Edition:

BlueSpice free

example a news page - but no layout. Allows you to

Dependencies:

MediaWiki

subscribe to content or changes to a website in a

License:

GPL v2+

Activated:

Yes

Category:

Rich Articles

summarized form as a feed. Examples are news tickers
or the list of changes in a wiki.
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